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Chairman’s Report
January – December 2014

2014 was another notable year
for Fighting Blindness in pursuing
its goal to develop treatments
and cures for blindness, support
people living with sight loss,
and empower patients through
education and advocacy.
The year brought some significant movement to the organisation with
changes in personnel and office location as well as some interesting
developments within our research, making it another rewarding year.
Investing in Our Vision
As we continue to invest for the future we absorbed some increased
costs. Gross income for the charity reached €2,005,039 (2013
€1,876,049) rising noticeably since the previous year, in line with budget
and satisfactory given that the net contribution was maintained, at
€1,017,624 (2013 €1,038,241).
Fighting Blindness operates under the three pillars identified in our
strapline: Cure. Support. Empower.
Cure
We are proud to announce that during the year Fighting Blindness
invested €724,075 in research, the “Cure” pillar of the organisation. This
once again represents an increase on the previous year (2013 €484,402).
We envisage this expenditure increasing in the coming years as Target
5000 develops even further.
Support
Our investment into the “Support” pillar of Fighting Blindness, namely
the Insight Counselling Service, totalled €119,238 (2013 - €117,362).
This has been a year of change for Insight as Mary Lavelle retired
following 12 years of dedicated service. John Delany has ably taken
charge and we are greatly looking forward to the continued development
of the services offered through Insight. Already, we are celebrating the
expansion of the telephone support service as well as the establishment
of a new support group in Limerick.
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Empower
The third pillar of the charity is “Empower”, and this year we put a total
of €141,538 (2013 - €102,297) into our education and outreach activities.
This represents a very pleasing increase from the previous year and
reflects the enormous volume of work being undertaken in this field. In
particular, work around the development of a National Vision Strategy
and the implementation of the National Plan for Rare Diseases has been
extremely fruitful.
Thanks to the Team
Sincere thanks to our board of directors whose members continue to
give of their valuable time as they oversee the organisation. I would
especially like to recognise the diligence of the sub-committees on
the board, through which the directors provide further support to the
management team as they implement our strategic goals. The board
continues to ensure good governance and careful evaluation of activities
throughout the year.
I would like to commend Avril Daly and her hard-working team for their
excellent efforts during 2014. We have a very enthusiastic and dedicated
staff in Fighting Blindness, and I would like to wish them well as they
face into another year.
We are extremely grateful finally to our members, volunteers and
supporters. We believe that through the generous support of our many
members and friends, the commitment and creativity of our board and
staff, and the motivation we find in the 224,000 people affected by sight
loss in Ireland that we will continue to press forward towards our goals.
Kevin Bowers
Chairman
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Chief Executive’s Report

Fighting Blindness was established
in 1983 with a clear objective: to
support the development of medical
research in order to find a cure for
blindness.
Thirty one years later we are in an era where people affected by some
retinal conditions are receiving treatment in clinical trials that have been
borne out of the patient-led research we support. In many cases patients
are showing benefit and in some, sight is even being restored.
While we await the progress of therapeutic interventions, and contribute to
the development of policies through our advocacy work, we must support
our members in their day to day lives. The team at Insight have developed
a suite of support services to address the diverse needs of our members.
This ranges from family, individual and group therapy, to a telephone
and information outreach service. During 2014 Insight support groups
expanded from Dublin and Cork to include Limerick, with further plans for
growth in 2015.
Being the voice of people living with degenerative forms of sight loss
is a vital pillar of our work. Fighting Blindness represents the interests
of patients in the advent of scientific discoveries from the research to
development phase. We are working to ensure that therapies which
emerge are effective and accessible to our patient population. With this in
mind we have worked on the development of the National Plan for Rare
Diseases, published in July 2014, and are engaged with the Department
of Health, the HSE and other stakeholders on its implementation. Fighting
Blindness is also represented on the working group for the development of
a Clinical Care Programme for Rare Diseases in Ireland.
2014 saw the further development of the National Vision Coalition, to build
a framework for vision health in Ireland. Fighting Blindness co-chairs the
coalition along with the NCBI. The stakeholders include the Irish College
of Ophthalmology, the Association of Optometrists in Ireland, Child Vision,
the Irish Guide Dogs for the Blind and the HSE.
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With over 224,000 Irish people affected by sight loss, we believe that a
coordinated approach to their care is overdue.
We continue to act as the vice president of the European Organisation
for Rare Diseases (EURORDIS). We also serve as the chair of advocacy
on the board of the Medical Research Charities Group, the board of the
Irish Platform for Patients’ Organisations, Science and Industry, as chair
of the Genetics and Rare Disorders Organisation and as co-chair of the
National Vision Coalition.
Throughout 2014 Fighting Blindness was represented at many events
nationally and internationally. We presented at a EURORDIS policy
event in Brussels to mark Rare Disease Day, and at the All Ireland Rare
Disease events in Dublin and Belfast. We presented to an audience of
1,000 people at the biennial European Conference on Rare Diseases in
Berlin and at the Retina International world congress in Paris. We also
made a presentation to the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Health and
Children in relation to the National Vision Coalition.
To enable us to achieve our objectives to cure blindness, support and
empower our members, Fighting Blindness must continue to fundraise.
In 2014, we added to our portfolio of activities with a new direct mail
campaign and outreach to the Irish community in the United States.
We also developed our national events. We were delighted to add to
our award tally with further recognition of our website and social media
platforms in 2014. While the climate remains challenging we are hopeful
that new campaigns and an enthusiastic and dynamic membership will
work with us to ensure we achieve the goals we set for ourselves back in
1983.
We are thankful to you for the continued support you give to our
organisation as we move into an important period of growth. We are
an organisation that is patient led, so patients and their voices are
represented in all areas of our governance, central to all that we do.
We want to hear from you, so please do share your thoughts and
aspirations.
Avril Daly
CEO
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External Affairs Report
2014 brought new campaigns, new collaborations, new publications
and new opportunities to Fighting Blindness. We are pleased to
share with you some of the highlights from the year.
Awareness Campaigns
We continue to work with other stakeholder groups on important
campaigns to raise awareness about eye conditions such as age-related
macular degeneration and diabetes-related sight loss. In 2014 we held
successful events to highlight the importance of early diagnosis and
possible intervention for these conditions, including the highly effective
Diabetic Retina Screen programme offered to all people in Ireland
over the age of 12, living with diabetes. The campaigns resulted in
many opportunities for radio and newspaper interviews with Fighting
Blindness, providing a platform for us to talk about our work and how
the charity can support people who have questions or concerns about
their sight.
Retina International World Congress
A delegation from Fighting Blindness attended the Retina International
World Congress in Paris, June 2014. More than 50 countries were
represented as we learnt from distinguished speakers from all over
the world regarding the latest developments in retinal research. It was
particularly invigorating to participate in the General Assembly and
discuss the next steps in establishing a professional secretariat for
Retina International, based in the Fighting Blindness office in Ireland. We
continue to work closely with our international colleagues on this and
hope to see the secretariat populated in 2015. During the congress we
presented alongside RP Fighting Blindness UK and Foundation Fighting
Blindness USA on the subject of patient registries for rare inherited
retinal degenerations. This was an excellent opportunity to showcase
the Irish partnership within Target 5000 and to discuss best practice to
successfully integrate this data in order to allow eligibility of Irish patients
for international clinical trials.
Media Awards
For the second year running, the Fighting Blindness website has won
an Interactive Media Award. The award, called the “IMA Best in Class
Award” is the highest honour bestowed by the Interactive Media Awards.
We are delighted with the recognition as we have worked tirelessly
on our website since it was launched in January 2013. It has been
designed with the intention of being highly accessible as well as being
as informative, efficient and attractive as possible.
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We were also very pleased to win the “Rabo Tweeties” in the charity
category. This award recognises the effectiveness with which we
communicate through the social media platform, Twitter.
Publication of Guide to Conditions of the Retina
In December 2014 we were extremely proud to launch the Guide to
Conditions of the Retina, the largest publication ever developed by
Fighting Blindness. The guide is designed to provide information about
conditions that affect the retina, including common conditions such as
age-related macular degeneration and diabetes-related sight loss, as
well as rare conditions such as retinitis pigmentosa, Leber congenital
amaurosis and Stargardt disease amongst others. The guide includes
detail about causes, symptoms, treatments and research, as well as
discussing how the eye works, caring for your eye health, and what
types of tests might be undertaken by your ophthalmologist or eye
healthcare practitioner. The guide also sets out suggested questions for
patients to ask at their eye examination so that they are as fully informed
as possible, as well as pointing to Irish and international patient, medical
and research organisations for additional information and support. The
Guide to Conditions of the Retina is already proving to be an excellent
resource for people and families affected by sight loss, particularly after
an initial diagnosis when they are learning about a new condition and
trying to make sense of what it means for them. We believe that having
access to reliable and understandable information is empowering at
what can be a very overwhelming time. We are very grateful to Bayer
Healthcare for supporting the production of this guide and look forward
to its continued use as a good resource for patients, families and
healthcare providers.
Education and Outreach
The communications department continues to disseminate news and
updates about our work through a variety of accessible platforms. These
include our quarterly newsletter, Visionaries and our ezine. Our award
winning website continues to be a vigorous source of fresh information
and our social media outlets – Facebook and Twitter – create a way
for us to stay involved daily with our many members and supporters.
During 2014 we produced several new brochures to support fundraising
and advocacy activities. We have had extensive national and regional
media coverage within a huge variety of contexts – from research
breakthroughs and awareness campaigns to fundraising events – and
we look forward to building on this in 2015.
Anna Moran
External Affairs Manager
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Research Report
2014 was an extremely busy year for Fighting Blindness research.
We are pleased to announce the launch of several new projects as
well as the conclusion of others. There have been some important
partnerships as we seek to solidify our relationship with clinicians
through the Irish College of Ophthalmology. We also held our most
successful and well attended Retina conference to date. Some
highlights from the year are detailed below.
Genable and Spark Collaboration
March saw the announcement of a collaboration deal between the
Irish pharmaceutical company Genable Technologies and the US gene
therapy company Spark Therapeutics. This collaboration will provide
Genable with development advice and expertise to help in the on-going
development of their lead gene therapy product RhoNova™ for the
treatment of rhodopsin linked autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa
(Rho-adRP). Fighting Blindness have been longstanding supporters of
basic genetic research into inherited retinal degenerations and were
early investors in Genable Technologies.
Major Success for Fighting Blindness Researcher
In April, Fighting Blindness researcher Professor Tom Cotter was
awarded €1.1 million from Science Foundation Ireland. Seed investment
funding from Fighting Blindness allowed Tom to prepare the necessary
pilot data for the grant application and has allowed him to expand the
retina research component of his team. This is great news as it ultimately
means that there are now five extra vision scientists working in Ireland
compared to this time last year. These researchers are working on
further exploring the mechanism of how the compound norgestrel lends
a protective effect to retinal cells, preventing cell death. They are also
investigating the next stage of research, which is drug delivery; how to
deliver such a compound safely and effectively to the retina.
Potential novel therapy for AMD from Trinity College, Dublin scientists
Also in April, Trinity College Dublin scientists, Dr Matthew Campbell and
Dr Sarah Doyle made a major breakthrough with important implications
for people affected by age-related macular degeneration (AMD). They
found that a component of the immune system, ‘IL-18’, acts as a
guardian of eyesight by suppressing the production of damaging blood
vessels behind the retina at the back of the eye. In addition, in preclinical models, it was shown that IL-18 can be administered in a noninvasive way, which could represent a major improvement on the current
therapeutic options that are open to patients.
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The team are currently working with their clinical partners in designing a
trial of IL-18 in patients with wet AMD.
Working with the Ophthalmology Profession
As work in retinal research moves closer to the clinic, it is vitally
important that we engage with eye doctors. This ensures that we can
represent patients’ interests and make sure that all parties are fully
informed and active in vision healthcare. One of the significant ways in
which we have achieved this during 2014 was in the direct hiring of two
clinical fellows by Fighting Blindness. Dr Tahira Saad is based at the
Mater Hospital with Mr David Keegan and Dr Emma Duignan is working
with Dr Paul Kenna at the Eye and Ear Hospital, both Dublin. This shows
the visibility of Fighting Blindness in the clinical arena. We have also
worked closely with the Irish College of Ophthalmologists to ensure that
eye doctors are informed about our work and the views of our members.
We aim to increase this in 2015.
Exploring new compounds to slow down cell death in retinal
degenerative disease
Dr Breandán Kennedy, University College Dublin was successful in
securing a new grant through the MRCG/HRB joint funding scheme in
July 2014. Breandán’s research focuses on a class of neuroprotectant
drugs known as histone deacytlase inhibitors (HDACi) in order to
slow down or delay photoreceptor death in diseases such as retinitis
pigmentosa and cone rod dystrophy. Many of these drugs have already
been clinically used in other conditions such as epilepsy and cancer
and Breandán aims to judge their safety profile in the eye, find out
which patients are most likely to benefit and also which HDACi are most
effective. This grant is worth €300,000 over the next three years.
Target 3000 becomes Target 5000
Target 3000, our project that aims to provide genetic testing for the
estimated 3,000 people in Ireland who have a genetic retinal condition
received a boost in July. Dr Giuliana Silvestri of Queen’s University
Belfast and the Royal Hospital Belfast was successful in the joint funding
MRCG/HRB funding scheme to integrate efforts in Northern Ireland with
the Republic. In recognition of this important step, Target 3000 has been
renamed as Target 5000. All three sites are on track to continue their
recruitment in the coming years, and to build a complete registry of Irish
patients with retinal degenerative conditions that can be fully integrated
with similar international registries. Target 5000 lays the infrastructure to
allow Irish patients access to clinical trials when they become available.
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Retina 2014 Conference
Retina 2014 was our biggest and most successful conference to date
with more than 350 people in attendance. The conference once again
brought together our leading vision researchers and eye doctors from
across Ireland, along with invited international speakers and guests, and
people affected by sight loss.
We held a small clinical trials workshop on the first day to discuss
some of the roadblocks that researchers face in the development of
clinical trials, with a focus on diseases of the retina. We ensured that the
patient voice was centrally involved in the discussion, with a number of
testimonies during the meeting regarding the lived experience of sight
loss and expectations regarding efficacy of new therapies.
The scientific programme was opened by Mr Leo Varadkar, TD, Minister
for Health and Children and was attended by over 120 researchers,
clinicians and students. The day featured international presentations
from world leading vision researchers, as well as Fighting Blindness
funded work in Ireland. We also had a workshop addressing translational
research along with plenty of opportunities for discussion amongst the
attendees.
For the fourth year we held a public engagement meeting as the final
day of the Retina conference, where our members had the opportunity
to hear about advances in retinal research direct from the individuals
involved. This was hugely successful, with over 200 attendees
benefitting from the meeting. The day gave people the opportunity
to meet scientists and doctors and hear about new developments,
details of clinical trials, discuss topical issues relating to services
and healthcare, as well as meeting other patients living with similar
conditions.
The Retina Conference is fast becoming one of the key ophthalmology
events in Ireland and we are proud as a patient organisation to lead
it. We are extremely grateful to Novartis for their long term generous
sponsorship of the Retina Conference. We look forward to next year’s
event in Croke Park on November 6 and 7, 2015.
Dr Maria Meehan
Research Manager
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The Retina Conference organising committee (l-r) Prof Tom Cotter, University College
Cork; Dr Giuliana Silvestri, Queens University Belfast; Mr David Keegan, Mater Hospital;
Avril Daly, Fighting Blindness; Caitriona Dunne, Fighting Blindness; Dr Maria Meehan,
Fighting Blindness; Dr Paul Kenna, Eye and Ear Hospital and Trinity College Dublin.
(Absent from photo: Prof Alan Stitt, Queens University Belfast; Dr Breándan Kennedy,
University College Dublin, Anna Moran, Fighting Blindness).

Prof Gustavo Aguirre addresses the Retina Conference 2014.
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Insight Counselling Service Report
In May 2014 I took over the reins at Insight Counselling from Mary
Lavelle. It was Mary’s idea to establish the Insight Counselling
Centre in 2002 to provide psychotherapy services to those directly
and indirectly affected by sight loss. Mary nurtured Insight
Counselling into a centre of excellence with the passion, drive
and innovation that are the hallmarks of a true visionary. During
her twelve year tenure, Insight Counselling provided a service to
over 450 individuals, couples and families along with facilitating
support and technology groups in Dublin and Cork. These are
remarkable and unique achievements and Mary’s legacy is a rich
and distinguished one, not just in the field of counselling, but in the
broader arena of inspiring service to others. I know that I speak on
behalf of those of us who have had the privilege of knowing Mary,
and been the fortunate recipients of her wit, wisdom, warmth and
compassion, in wishing her a long and happy retirement.
It has always been the Insight philosophy to look to the future with
optimism and ambition. In September 2014 we changed our name
to the Insight Counselling Service to reflect the nationwide reach of
our newly-launched telephone counselling service. This initiative was
designed to ensure that everyone could access our service with ease
irrespective of where they lived on the island of Ireland. The concept of
a telephone counselling service for people with sight loss was pioneered
in these islands by our colleagues in the Royal National Institute for the
Blind (RNIB) in the UK. In a recent review of their service, a majority of
the clients surveyed reported experiencing a positive change in their
emotional state after engaging in a counselling relationship conducted
over the telephone. The review concluded that the use of telephone
counselling, as a way of delivering support, clearly made the service
accessible to those people who felt isolated and struggled to come
to terms with their sight loss. The confidential nature of the service,
coupled with the access and sight condition expertise, seemed a vital
combination for support. We hope to replicate that success and would
like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the help of our colleagues
in the RNIB Belfast and London, whose encouragement and practical
know-how offered so generously was an invaluable resource in the
establishment of our new service.
Last September we also launched a new support group in Limerick
which has afforded us a very useful perspective on the evolving needs of
our members. The insights gained will inform the ongoing development
of our service at both local and national level.
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I would like to pay tribute to Emer Comber who has facilitated the
Limerick support group from the outset with great commitment and
enthusiasm.
In parallel with these developments we were asked by Dr. Paul Kenna,
Director of the Research Foundation at the Eye and Ear Hospital, to
attend at the weekly Target 5000 clinics, a request we have been happy
to comply with. Currently, we are attending at the Research Foundation
two mornings a week and at the Mater Hospital one morning a week,
through the good offices of Dolores Leavy, to offer practical and
emotional support to anyone who seeks it.
In 2015 we plan to extend our network of support groups and suite of
services across the country with particular emphasis on addressing the
needs of young adults and older people.
No review of the activities at Insight Counselling would be complete
without acknowledging the inestimable contribution of our longstanding administrator Ann Cooke, whose judgement and wise counsel
I rely heavily upon.
We are very grateful for the continuing financial support of the Health
Services Executive, without which this service could not be provided.
I am excited by the possibilities the future presents and look forward to
continuing the work of my distinguished predecessor.
John Delany
Senior Counselling Manager
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Fundraising Report
Overview of 2014
During 2014, although the economic environment continued to be
challenging, there were signs of positive recovery and this led to more
interest and engagement from a fundraising perspective. While some
of our traditional areas of support have reduced over recent years e.g.
treks, others have continued to perform strongly. We were also delighted
with some new initiatives during 2014.
Fighting Blindness is over 90% funded by generous donations from
individuals and companies. We are very mindful of the competing
pressures on people and the need to ensure that we not only follow best
practice, but that we run our operations as efficiently as possible. This
will ensure that we deliver our core objectives with maximum impact for
our members and supporters.
In October 2014 the Charities Regulator was appointed and we welcome
this as a long overdue independent office overseeing the charity sector.
Fighting Blindness is signed up to all current codes of practice and is
well placed to comply with any recommendations on compliance that
may emerge in the near future.
Our income was marginally ahead of 2013 which is encouraging and we
have a strong determination to continue to grow our income over the
coming years.
The main highlights of 2014 were:
•	An 11-strong team of cyclists including 3 tandems who took on the
amazing 700km Paris to Nice challenge and raised over €55,000.
•	A new direct mail campaign that demonstrated very encouraging
results from existing and new supporters.
• A continued strong performance from our Private Members Draw.
• Another successful Sporting Gala Dinner building on the 2013 event.
• Continued strong support from specific communities.
• Largest ever number of participants in the Glendalough Trail.
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Plans for 2015
We have a number of campaigns that attract ongoing support and
hope to continue to develop these and make them more attractive to
our members and supporters. We plan to build on our very successful
direct mail campaign initiated in 2014 and to further strengthen links
with our sister organisation, Foundation Fighting Blindness, in the USA
as the case for collaboration in research has never been stronger. We
are developing our relationships in the corporate sector to form mutually
beneficial partnerships. We are also seeking funding through relevant
trusts and foundations, focusing on Target 5000.
Personnel
In January 2014 we were delighted to welcome Audrey Jones to the
fundraising team as a senior fundraising manager. Audrey has extensive
experience with a number of organisations in the private and not-forprofit sectors and she is a great addition to the team. We were also
delighted to welcome Clodagh Ryan back from maternity leave in
August 2014.
Conclusion
We would like to sincerely thank all of our members and supporters
who continue to help us with our fundraising activities. We hope we can
build on our success to date and increase our fundraising to support
our core activities; increase funding for our research projects, fund
our counselling service to those affected by sight loss and empower
patients.
Tony Ward
Head of Fundraising
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Finance - Annual Report 2014
Statement of Financial Activities
(Including Income and Expenditure Account)
for year ended 31st December 2014
Funding is received from two sources:
1 – Public Funding 10%
2 – Fundraising 90%
The investments made into the three priorities for the organisation
in terms of expenditure were:

1. Cure (Research)
2. Support (Counselling)
3. Empower (Advocacy)

€724,075
€119,238
€141,538

(2013 - €484,402)
(2013 - €117,362)
(2013 - €102,297)

The figures presented represent the financial year January 1, 2014 to
December 31, 2014. The gross income of €2,005,039 (2013 - €1,876,049)
and net contribution of €1,017,624 (2013 - €1,038,241) to December 31,
2014 shows a satisfactory outcome for the year.
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Statement of Financial Activities
(including Income and Expenditure Account)
for the year ended 31st December 2014
Unrestricted
Funds
€

Restricted
Funds
€

2014

2013

€

€

279,008

23,766

302,774

347,231

1,375,279

323,982

1,699,261

1,522,107

3,004

-

3,004

6,711

1,657,291

347,748

2,005,039

1,876,049

Costs of Generating Funds

987,415

-

987,415

837,808

Net Incoming Resources

669,876

347,748

1,017,624

1,038,241

1,002,408

334,442

1,336,850

902,164

13,870

-

13,870

13,633

2,003,693

334,442

2,338,135

1,753,605

(346,402)

13,306

(333,096)

122,444

Balance Forward at 1st January

635,099

238,496

873,595

751,151

Balance Forward at 31st
December

288,697

251,802

540,499

873,595

Incoming Resources
Incoming Resources
from Generated Funds
Voluntary Income
Activities for Generating Funds
Investment Income
Total Incoming Resources
Resources Expended

Charitable Activities
Governance Costs
Total Resources Expended
Net (Outgoing)
Incoming Resources
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Balance Sheet as at 31st December 2014

2014
€

2013
€

Tangible Assets

16,081

3,403

Financial Assets

518,092

518,092

534,173

521,495

Debtors

107,548

42,503

Cash at Bank in hand

840,451

936,448

947,999

978,951

(941,673)

(626,851)

6,326

352,100

540,499

873,595

Restricted Funds

251,802

238,496

Unrestricted Funds

288,697

635,099

540,499

873,595

Fixed Assets

Current Assets

Creditors:
Amounts falling due within one year
Net Current Assets
Total Net Assets
Represented By:-
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Balance Sheet
The deficit for the year amounts to €333,096 (2013 surplus - €122,444)
decreasing the Accumulated Reserves to €540,499 (2013 - €873,595)
at December 31, 2014. This was in line with expectation as Fighting
Blindness forecast a deficit for 2014, resulting from an increase in
research expenditure as well as investing in the development of new
funding streams. Much work has been done to address the fall off in
areas of fundraising that are no longer viable. Fighting Blindness remains
in a position to support existing research projects and develop new ones
into the future.
The principal financial challenge facing Fighting Blindness is in the area
of fundraising. Fighting Blindness is entirely dependent on the goodwill
of the public, members and supporters as well as state agencies.
While the fundraising environment remains challenging with increased
competition for public funds, Fighting Blindness is working to identify
and develop new streams of income in order to reduce the risk of
significant income fluctuations.
The complete set of Annual Financial Statements for 2014 is available
on our website.

Bankers:
AIB Bank plc.
37/38 Upper O’Connell Street
Dublin 1
Auditors:
BFCD Chartered
Accountants
1 Castlewood Avenue
Rathmines, Dublin 6
Solicitors:
Dillon Eustace
33 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay
Dublin 2
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“This is an exciting time for the vision
health community, especially patients
and families who are affected by sight
loss. The innovative and pioneering work
presented today is incredibly important
and gives hope to the 224,000 people
affected by sight loss in Ireland, and to
future generations affected by genetic
eye disease. It’s really encouraging to
hear about the huge progress being
made in treating blindness, thanks to the
dedication of those working in research
and vision health, and the commitment of
organisations like Fighting Blindness.”
Leo Varadkar TD, Minister for Health
and Children at the launch of the
Retina 2014 Conference in Croke Park.
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Dr Orla Galvin with the Cure award

Peter Ryan with the Empower award
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Gregor Herda with the Support award

Patient representative Jim Logue at Rare Disease Day 2014

Cure: The Geraldine Duggan Young Investigators Award was
presented at the Retina 2014 Conference to Dr Orla Galvin of
University College Dublin for her poster titled: “Development of
potent anti-angiogenic novel small molecule inhibitors of ocular
neovascularisation”.
Support: The Anne Byrne Award for Outstanding Support for
2014 was presented to Gregor Herda, a student at University
College Cork, affected by retinitis pigmentosa, who walked
1,500km from Dresden, Germany to Cork, Ireland in the summer
of 2013, raising funds and awareness for Fighting Blindness.
Empower: The Fighting Blindness Empowerment Award for
2014, sponsored by Novartis, was presented to Peter Ryan from
Tipperary, for his outstanding work as a patient advocate and
the inspiration that he has been to many of our members and
supporters as he faces the challenges of living with deteriorating
sight due to Leber hereditary optic neuropathy.
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(l-r) Mr David Keegan, Mater Hospital; Avril Daly, Fighting Blindness;
Mary Mitchell-O’Connor TD; and Iwer Baecker, Bayer at the launch of the
Guide to Conditions of the Retina

“This fantastic resource will be of huge value to people
and families affected by sight loss, particularly after an
initial diagnosis when they are learning about a new
condition and trying to make sense of what it means
for them. Having access to reliable and understandable
information is empowering at such a confusing and
overwhelming time, especially for people diagnosed with
rare conditions. I am delighted to be supporting Fighting
Blindness once again in their work to ensure patients
have access to all relevant information relating to their
condition”.
Mary Mitchell O’Connor, TD, speaking at the launch
of the Guide to Conditions of the Retina at the Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland, December 2, 2014.
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Attendees at the Retina 2014 Conference in Croke Park
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Participants running the Glendalough Trail

Tony Ward, Fighting Blindness and his pilot Paul Mahon during the Paris2Nice cycle
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Stakeholders involved in the Diabetic Macular Edema awareness campaign (l-r): Maire
O’Connell, Novartis; Anna Moran, Fighting Blindness; Ronan Collins, RTE; Andrew
Rudd, Medley Restaurant; Finnoula Murphy, NCBI; Sinead Hanley, Diabetes Ireland;
Siobhan Kelly, Irish College of Ophthalmologists

Albert Brown and Paul Griffith discussing technology at the Exchange Club
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Dr Fiona Mansergh, Trinity College Dublin; Roisin Dermody, a runner affected by sight
loss; Prof Jane Farrar, Trinity College Dublin and Maria McCambridge (front), female
Irish winner of Dublin Marathon 2013 launching the 2014 Dublin Mini Marathon for
Fighting Blindness
28

Stephanie Merrigan, researcher at University College Dublin
29

Debbie O’Connor and Sean Duggan
at the Great Limerick Run for
Fighting Blindness

Helen McClelland during the
Paris2Nice cycle

Dr James Reilly, during his tenure as Minister for Health; Eibhlin Mulroe, IPPSOI; Avril
Daly, Fighting Blindness and Jamie O’Brien, a rare disease patient at the launch of the
National Rare Disease Plan
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Trinity College Dublin researchers Adrian Dockery and Daniel Maloney

Dr Paula Byrne (left) and Dr Sean Ennis (right) of the Academic Centre on Rare
Diseases, University College Dublin, at the launch of the National Rare Disease Plan
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Guests at the Sporting Gala Dinner 2014

Fighting Blindness board member Ronan Holahan and member Peter Ryan
training for the Paris2Nice cycle
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Members of the
National Vision Coalition

Dr Sophia Millington-Ward at the
launch of the Guide to Conditions
of the Retina

Guests at the Sporting Gala Dinner in the Shelbourne
Hotel
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Dr John Devlin, Department of Health; Anne Lawlor, Genetics and Rare Disorders
Organisation; Philip Watt, Medical Research Charities Group; Prof Eileen Treacy,
Temple Street Hospital; Eibhlin Mulroe, Irish Platform for Patients Organisations,
Science and Industry

Avril Daly, Fighting Blindness; David Keegan, Mater Hospital and Mary Mitchell
O’Connor TD presenting to the Oireachtas Committee on Health and Children on
behalf of the National Vision Coalition
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Trinity College Dublin researcher,
Dr Arpad Palfi and his wife Miriam at the
Fighting Blindness Sporting Gala Dinner 2014
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Board Members
1. Kevin Bowers, Chairman
2. Ronan Holahan, Treasurer
3. Patricia Burke, Secretary
4. Yvonne Campbell
5. Gerard Comerford
6. Debbie Fernandes
7. Michael Griffith
8. David Keegan
9. Gerry Kerr
10. Ena Prosser
11. Mary Lavelle

Sub Committees
Research:
Michael Griffith, Ena Prosser,
David Keegan, Mary Lavelle
Audit:
Ronan Holahan, Kevin Bowers,
Gerard Comerford
Fundraising:
Gerard Comerford,
Debbie Fernandes, Michael Griffith
Human Resources:
Kevin Bowers, Patricia Burke,
Yvonne Campbell, Gerry Kerr
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Our vision is to cure
blindness, support
those experiencing
sight loss, and
empower patients.

Fighting Blindness
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Dublin 2, Ireland
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